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.Growing pains
• A Barnes & Noble bookstore is just one ofmany constrCictjonl-projetts in-the works ,
NEWS-A6

/

*

A DAY OF
REMEMBRANCE

Check us out online at

sNews
brief

TJte percentage
of East Campus students on academic QUICK STATS :
warning or probat
is more than twice • One in five
that of Main Cam- East Campus
freshmen is
pus. Currently,
in nine East Cam- on academic
probation
pus students i
academic probation,'
and one in five East • One in ten
Campus freshman is Main Campus
on academic warning freshmen is
n academic
or probation. Of the
2,123 students on East probation
Campus, 12 percent
are on academic warning or probation,
compared to the five percent of the 3,545
population of Main Campus, where one in
20 upperclassmen and one in 10 freshmen is
on academic warning or probation.

> POPE VISITS AMERICA
Pope Benedict XVI recently
completed his first visit to
America as pope, addressing
crowds at notable New York
City venues such as St. Patrick's
Cathedral, Yankee Stadium a n d
Ground Zero as well as visiting
Washington, D.C., according to
The Associated Press (AP) and
the New York Times.; His visit
marks the third anniversary of
his April 19,2005 election.
* FOOD PRICES SPIKING
!
A surge in food prices
across the globe has led to
widespread hunger in places
such as Haiti and Cairo, which
are experiencing price spikes
of 45 percent, according to the
AP. Thjs has led to riots and
hoarding of .staple foods such
as rice and beans.
: REF^

\ RICE VISITS IRAQ
Secretary of State Condoleeza
Rice condoned the Iraqi
government's efforts t o take on
the Shiite militias in Baghdad
and predicted that they were
well on their way to achieving
"political unity,"according to
the New York Times. Rice's visit
was a surprise to Iraqi leaders.

Main Campus students f
fare better than East; ;
CASAS helps those
struggling
By Stan Barringer& Jennifer Schmidt
NEWS REPORTER & NEWS EDIT<%,

5 LYNCHBURG SHOOTING •
Lynchburg resident Michael
Colton, 24, died Sunday after
being shot in the parking lot of
the Super 8 Motel on Candlers
Mountain Road, according to
the News & Advance.

I TORCH IN MALAYSIA
The Olympic torch arrived in
Malaysia on Sunday, with the
leg of the relay starting on
Monday, according to the AP.
Small protests broke out, but
heavy security in Malaysia and
the surrounding regions will
help protect against other riots.

Academic
rankings:

for the Virginia Tech'fornmunity as it

rememitelj^imftuW.

There is also a difference between the
-amounts of IffiStlpStsdm the Dean's List.
Twenty-eight percent, or almost 1,000, of
Main Campus students are on the Dean's
List compared to the 21 percent, or 435, of
East Campus students. While 20 percent
of Main Campus freshmen earned Dean's
List honors in the fall semester, n percent
of East Campus freshmen received the
same designation.
Registrar Larry Shackleton said the
proportion of students outside of good academic standing has remained steady over
the years.
Please see PROBATION, A2

lowing day, 'Tne families of
victims' privately5; viewed the
newly finished memorial dur-.
ing the opening cercniym^v
a cadet corps mem}Ycr-';p7avcijV
Taps."
Even a year after the shootgi'mai I^CIT"'adoi nfcf man\ l'r
•shii™n'*^^W5urg^H5iVas^ ings, emotions still ran high.
\\LCIC ftI'jKHis'a'hcls '()iliNtpi ->; One mother held her daughgathliecLalongside J1okit.ru-' ;t£rclose and sobbed as they
non'itojmouin tnulo\^o't then walked the circular path of
Me!ii^fnfiadeisfc|i^^aj^ago^ the'memorial, Where each vic":'arfd^fp-'celebrate healing to tim was named on individual
headstones.
ij^mef&jp
The next day, Virginia
Ceremonies began at midnight on Tuesday, April 16 Tech President Charles Ste\\ ith the 1 eat\jpg jOtithc, ;2 \ IL- ger welcomed the thousands
nriW'riames alid jthetjighfuig of gathered in remembrance, i jfK
^^n^^^smq^fflria^'quld ^
,sByw,e i >ir9'weFM#3^^^
^ejriem(er!|^Mdt^J

''llMEUNEOFttffinH^
12 a.m. A ceremonial c a n d l f ^ f f l M ^ ^ a t i f l ; v
fi.eld; families privately v i e w S ^ ^ ^ S k ^ c l « » s » K
^memorial.
10:30 a.mi.Students and v f s l ^ ^ ^ ^ ® f q ^ t K e ^
university commemorai 1 ; i ^ S J f ' i f f ' i ' ^ ' ! " '
victims were read, and Gov. T i m ^ K a i n ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S

SILVER SCREEN
Numerous theater students will appear
in the major motion picture "Billy: The
Early Years," a film about evangelist Billy
Graham. See A3 for the full story.

-. 12-5 p.myVarious locations on
C3,m^^mwf^;
exhibits honoring the lost,S^^jp';eX'pfe'si'iye v ; :
dance show, rock painting, a photography show," a
softball game and picnics on the lawn:
8:15 p.m. Candlelight vigil was held on the
drill field, where an estimated 20,000 people lit
candles all made from the same wax.

Please see TECH, A6
* WOMAN WINS RACE
After 50 attempts, Danica
Patrick won her first career .
victory at the Japan Indy 300
on Sunday, according to
ESPN.com. Even though Patrick
only led three out of 200 laps,
she won by a margin of 5.86
seconds over opponents Helio
Castroneves and Scott Dixon.
i IRAQ MEDIA SPIN
A report released by the
New York Times found that
the Pentagon has used
military analysts to influence
news coverage of the Bush
administration's coverage of
the war. Both the Pentagon
and many of the analysts insist
that coverage of the war was
based on facts, not spin.

•

$apK TO BASICS
Seniors prepare to take skills assessment
By Mitchell Malcheff

NEWS REPORTER
Liberty University seniors will
take part in a senior skills assessment,'testing what they have learned
while in college. The days for the test
are Tuesday, April 22, and Wednesday, April 23.
In an e-mail sent to all eligible students, the chancellor's office

need t© read
stories fjnfep
this issue - ,:

said that the goal of the assessment is up by two years, with the deadline
to gauge the level of skills that senior- being September 2008.
level students have developed during * "It's just a matter of providing evidence to SACS that demonstrates
their time at Liberty.
The testing is required by Liber- our graduates have achieved college
ty's regional accrediting agency, the level competency in certain core arSouthern Association of Colleges eas of their education," Chancellor
and Schools (SACS). While SACS. Jerry Falwell Jr. said.
originally told Liberty to1 implement
Please see SENIORS, A2
such assessment tests within four
years, they moved the requirement

OPINION • A4
As j o b losses continue to
mount, the current economic recession will get
worse before it improves

SPORTS'} B3
Dr. Eric Cohu is heading
to Israel this summer to
teach Israelis the basics
of playing football

NEWS • A3
Friends and family of
Mark Guensch hosted
a memorial race in his
honor on Saturday

PURSUING THEIR DREAMS — Senior Rachel
Marcussen is one of 50 Liberty students who
appear as extras in the film.
f/_-J

OFE-B6
Inside looks at two top
Christian bands: Casting
Crowns reaches out as
Switchfoot performs in Va.

Mansion renovations: A tribute to Virginias past
By Dominique McKay
NEWS REPORTER

LACEY MITCHKI.I.

HISTORICAL EXPERIENCE — The Carter Glass Mansion is open for free tours Monday through Friday.

SENIORS:
Continued from A1

T h e university decides what those coreareas arc and what the competency levels
are." Falwell said.
Liberty has decided on seven core areas,
according to Provost Boyd Rist. the Chief
Academic Officer of I jberty: critical thinking, worldview, scientific reasoning, mathematical reasoning, written and oral communication, and information technology/
information literacy.
"The assessment benefits the sch(x>l and
is necessary for accreditation purposes,"
Rist said. "It is aimed at providing the university witli indicators of how well wc are
doing in each of these areas and whether
changes need to be made as a result of the
assessment." .
The assessment is only for senior-level
students, which includes anyone who has
taken 90 hours while at Liberty. Rist also
said that all students take the same assessment regardless of their major or concentration.
The skills test is being coordinated by
the ()tticc of I nstitutu mat Effectiveness and
will be administered by faculty from each of
I Jbertys academic departments.
In addition to the standardized assessment, students are being asked to participate in focus groups, which will cover a
broad range of topics.
"Wc will have eight focus groups. Each
will focus on a core competency — scientific
reasoning, quantitative reasoning, written
communication, oral communication, critical thinking. Christian/biblical worldview,

T

The Carter Glass Mansion — the
office location of the late Dr. Jerry
Falwcll — has received a new look
and found a new purpose on Liberty's campus this spring.
In the past 30 years, the mansion
has served as a counseling center, a
visitor's center and the office of Liberty President A. Pierre Guillermin.
As the finishing touches of the newest renovations take place, the twostory mansion, named Montvicw by
its first owner, has been restored to
match its historical roots.
Built by U.S. Sen. Carter Glass
in 1923, the mansion was purchased
by Falwell in the mid-1970s as a
starting point for Liberty's campus.
In the mid-1980s Dr. Cline Hall,
professor of history at Liberty, had
the mansion "listed on the National
Register of Historic Places as wdl
as a state historic landmark," according to the Liberty Journal.
The Falwcll family made the
decision in January to remodel the
mansion into a welcome center for
visitors of the Falwell Memorial
Garden, located in front of the mansion, according to Paula Johnson,
manager of interior renovations for
Thomas Road Baptist Church.
"Jerry Jr. wanted his father's office
to remain as he left it, and he wanted
his own old office restored to the

and information technology/literacy," Rist
said. "One more group will deal with all of
these in less detail. The groups wijl also
provide an opportunity to offer more general feedback on the Liberty educational
experience."
Senior Will Lupcr is happy to take the
assessment if it means that he will have a
degree that is respected.
"I want to be able to have a degree that
matters and is recognized in the professional world," Lupcr said. "If (taking a few
hours out of my day) means I have a respectable degree, then it doesn't bother me."
Senior Katclyn Fletcher is planning on
attending the assessment but suggested
that the school should re-format it to make
it more student-friendly.
"I think that if they are going to require
us to take a test, they should put it online,
and then everyone would take it," Fletcher
said.
As an incentive for taking part in the assessment, each student will be given an appreciation gift and entered into a drawing
for larger prizes including laptops, iPods
and a graduation photo op with Chuck
Norris.
Although the test is not graded, the results will have an effect on future students.
"It is very important that students take
the testing seriously because the results are
a reflection on the quality of the Liberty
educational experience," Rist said.
Contact Mitchell Malcheff at
mjmalcheff@liberty.edu.
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way it appeared when the same
room served as Sen. Carter Glass's
office," Johnson said.
In addition to the transformation
of Falwcll Jr.'s office, the room previously occupied by Falwell Sr.'s assistants is now a meeting and reception
area, with dark green painted walls
and gold trimming. Nowfilledwith
antiques to make it look as it might
have appeared in the 1920s, the room
includes a portrait of Falwcll Sr. and
his wife, Maccl, hanging over the
fireplace, as well as many new tables,
cabinetry and doors built by Dave
Morgan, head of Liberty's cabinet
shop, according to Johnson.
"Wc tried to give it the feci of old
Virginia, similar to Williamsburg,"
Johnson said. "All of the rooms arc
named for people and places of Virginia."
Along with the newly-renovated
meeting rooms, three freshly furnished bedrooms and one suite have
been designed for the overnight accommodations of Liberty's special
guests, such as convocation speakers and singers.
The Jefferson suite, formerly occupied by Glass's wife, has been repainted and is now furnished with
two full-sized beds. The Blue Ridge
room holds to a Civil War theme,
complete with an antique-style rolling pin bed. The James River room
is the only room to include a walk-in
shower, and the Washington room

PROBATION:

Main Campus (than students in
main campus dorms) makes it difficult for some students, especially
Continued from A1
freshmen, to develop good study
Currently, seven percent of habits," Carson said. "Also, quiet
Liberty's total student population, study hours (after 10 p.m.) arc not
including those off-campus, arc on as easily enforced over there."
academic supervision, according
While CASAS has always
to Shackleton's official measure- offered supporting services to
ments.
students, this semester the deShacklcton said more than partment formed a new partnertwice as many students — 24 per- ship with Carson's OSL to help
cent — earned Dean's List status students to academically succeed.
CASAS now communicates key
last semester.
"Our students are good stu- academic policies to OSL, which
dents and do well at Liberty," arc then passed to Resident AsShackleton said. These numbers sistants to help them encourage
an academic environment on resishow that."
The Registrar's office provides dence halls.
the Center for Academic Support
OSL also circulates study tips
and Advising Services (CASAS) from CASAS in an e-mail newsletwith information each semester ter distributed to students twice a
about students on all levels of aca- week.
demic supervision.
"It is difficult for students to
In efforts to help those on aca- be proactive and learn about our
demic warning or probation, CA- services before an actual problem
SAS communicates with strug- arises," CASAS Director of Advisgling students, offering tutoring ing Brian Yates said. "Students arc
services and courses on college becoming more and more aware of
learning strategics to help students how CASAS can help them."
succeed academically.
In spite of the challenges, Yates
A number of factors could have believes the strategies CASAS has
contributed to the dichotomy in place are working.
between main campus and East
"We see students making progCampus rankings, according to ress and staying here," Yates said.
Dwaync Carson, director of the "Wc don't just bring students here
Office of Student Leadership to take their tuition. It's a matter
(OSL).
of commitment to each student, to
"Students have more freedom on help him or her become successEast Campus. Being farther from ful."
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Academic probation is the
second of four levels of academic
supervision. Students who fail to
cam a cumulative GPA of 1.5 within the first 24 hours of completed
coursework arc placed on academic warning, after which they must
raise their GPA to the minimum
requirement within one semester.
If this does not happen, they
have one semester of academic
probation to raise their GPA appropriately.
Failure to do so incurs academic suspension, from which a student must petition to come back
to Liberty. Failure of all classes in
one semester bypasses academic
warning and results in automatic
suspension. The final level of academic supervision is dismissal.
"While students on academic
probation, suspension and dismissal are required to have an assigned
academic accountability partner
in CASAS, we will happily meet
with any student to help him stay
on track with his academies. If this
service is needed, the sudent can
contact me via email at ltaylor?)®
Iiberty.edu.," said Lisa Taylor, the
CASAS retention c(x)rdinator for
academics.
For academic support, contact
casas@libcrry.edu.
Contact Stan Barringer at
spbarringer@liberty.edu.
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is now refurnished to include a kingsize bed and an antique chandelier.
The original tile bathrooms from the
initial building of the home remain
within each bedroom.
The mansion has also been renovated to include a small museum
wing. The former office of Falwcll
Sr. remains as it was. on the day of
his death. After walking through it.
visitors of the mansion can view a
room centered on his life and filled
with memorabilia such as past Sclah
yearbooks, photographs and even a
memorable Tclctubby plush toy.
To finish off the major renovations, and as a way to honor the 50th
wedding anniversary of Falwcll Sr.
and his wife, which took place on
April 12, the mansion staff made the
decision to always leave the lights on
in Falwcll Sr.'s office to signify his
continuing ministry.
Free tours of the newly renovated
mansion arc currently being given.
Although some renovations arc still
underway, including the kitchen and
serving area, the mansion is open for
touring Monday through Friday
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
"All are welcome," Johnson said.
"Wc arc proud and honored to show
our visitors this beautiful, historic
and significant home in the heart of
Liberty University."

Storage

(434) 582-2124

POLICI
The Champion encourages community member to submit letter to the
editor on any subject. Letters should
not exceed 400 words and must be
typed and signed. The deadline is
5 p.m. Friday. Letters and columns
that appear are the opinion of the
author solely, not the Champion editorial board or Liberty University.

Students—Why drag all your
stuff home this SUMMER?
Why not pack it up and store it with Ideal Storage?
Our brand new fixed units range in size from
5\\5' all the way up to 10'xW.
We also offer CLIMATE CONTROLLED
units.

You want a portable unit?
Wc have sizes of 16', 20', & 24'.

All material submitted becomes
property of the Champion. The
Champion reserves the right to
accept, reject or edit any letter received — according to the Champion stylebook, taste and the Liberty
University mission statement.

Send letters to:
Liberty Champion
Liberty University, Box 2000,
Lynchburg, VA 24502
or drop off in DeMoss Hall 1035.
The Champion is available
online at: www.liberty.edu/
champion

Whatever you need to store your belongings. Ideal Storage has it for you.
Conveniently located right off Candlcrs Mtn Road.
Less than one mile from Thomas Road Baptist Church and River Ritlge Mall.

Give us a call at (434) 528-0040
or visit us on the w e b at ideai-storage.com
Ideal Storage 3564 Young Place

\

Lynchburg, VA

24501
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Friends, family honor Mark Guensch at memorial run
By Natalie Lozano
NEWS REPORTER

With the echo of a gunshot, the
Race of the Mismatched Socks: Mark
(iuensch Memorial Five-Kilometer
Run began on Stadium Road last Saturday morning.
The run was held in memory of
Mark Guensch, a freshman who
died- in a car accident while at home
in Pennsylvania in February. The 70
participants were a rhix of Mark's family, dorm mates, friends and other students.
Mark's habit of wearing mismatched socks led to the title of the
run.
"He just didn't care (about matching)," said Rachel Holland, a sophomore at Liberty whose family is close
to the (luensches.
Holland organized the race and
spread the word through flyers and
Faccb(x>k.
"We wanted to do something to
show his family our support and love,"
Holland said.
Mark's parents and brothers drove
from Pennsylvania to participate in the

race and were joined by other family
members who live in Virginia.
"It's really been neat to see people
do things like this," said Flizabcth
(•uensch, Mark's mother.
One of Mark's Resident Assistants
from East 21, Matthew Pearson, ran
the 5-K along with other dorm mates,
many of whom had participated in Friday's broomball tournament.
"We had several (guys) come out,
even though they had a late night,"
Pearson said. Participants who paid
the entry fee of $20 received T-shirts
with the phrase "(JIIAP: (iod has a
plan."
The words were taken from Mark
(iiienseh's Faccbwk profile and
worked into a red and blue design by
one of Ciucnsch's friends from Pennsylvania.
Over $1,000 was raised through
entry fees for the 5-K. The money will
go toward the IJvin'thc Dream Foundation, which was set up in memory of
Mark.
The foundation is dedicated to
building a Christian Recreation Center in Mark's hometown of Allentown,
Pa., according to Elizabeth.

' I he center will welcome non-( Christians, providing a safe emironment'to
draw kids in." according to Elizabeth.
A basketball tournament and a golf
tournament arc also underway in Allentown. Both events arc raising funds
for the foundation and arc anticipated
to be annual events.
While (iuensch ran cross country
and track in high school, the freshman
was also passionate about basketball,
particularly the Jayhawks, as a native
of Kansas.
The recent capture of the NCAA
Championship by Kansas University was especially significant to the
(iuensch family, whose son was born
50 days after the last Kansas championship in lySS, and who died 50 days
before their most recent trophy.
According to Elizabeth, who published a Facebook note using her
nephew Darren (Jucnsch's account,
the championship was a gift from God,
ending the Kansas season exactly the
way Mark would have loved.
Contact Natalie Lozano at
nalozano@liberty.edu.

"It kind of took the glamour out of
Over 50 Liberty students will appear in thefilm'Billy: The Early Years' movies."
Anwyll said.
By Drew Menard
NEWS REPORTER

Two Liberty students will soon be
appearing on the silver screen after being cast in leading roles in a major motion picture.
Sophomores (Cody Carwile and
Josh DeVries will be acting in the upcoming film "Billy: The Early Years."
The movie is about the life of famous
evangelist Billy Graham.
The two actors have been selected
to play two brothers who were close to
Graham during his ministry. (Carwile,
who has appeared in three I Jberty stage
productions, will play Grady Wilson,
a close associate of Graham, and will
appear in approximately 90 percent of
thefilm.DeVries. also with three show
credits at Liberty, is east as Thomas

Walter "T.W." Wilson, who traveled
as an executive assistant for Graham's
crusades. DeVries is scheduled to be
shown in 75 percent of the movie.
"I have no doubt God will give Cody
and mc both the tools and confidence
we need to represent our characters
well on screen," DeVries told the Liberty Journal.
Currently being filmed on location
in Nashville, Tenn., the movie is directed by Robby Benson. In addition
to directing, Benson has had a reputable acting career. His many acting
credits include the voice of the beast in
Disney's "Beauty and the Beast."
"You could not ask tor a better director or production team," said Carwile.
They want everyone to be comfortable
and help get the best out of each actor."

(Carwile and DeVries will be filming until May. Since they will not be
present for the duration of the semester, Liberty has made arrangements for
them to continue their sch<x)ling this
summer.
"Liberty has been really, really helpful through all of this," Carwile said.
Linda Nell Cooper, chair of the
Theatre Arts Department, is largely
to thank for this opportunity. Cooper
passed along the information when she
found out that the upcoming film was
still in need of actors. She also ttx>k
time to send in head shots and film
screen tests for a number of theater students.
After aweekofwaiting, (Carwile and
DcN'rics were asked to come to Nashville for another screen test. (Chancellor Jerry Falvvcll Jr. had them flown to

Nashville on his private jet.
"(Falvvcll) has been very supportive and wants us to succeed." (Carwile
said.
In addition to (Carwile and 1 )eVries,
(Cooper helped 50 I liberty students get
selected as extras for the movie. The
group spent the weekend in Nashville
shooting their scenes.
"For extras, there is a lot of waiting
involved," Rcbckah Anvvyil said.
Anvvyll, a sophomore Theatre Arts
major, was among the 50 students chosen to be extras.
T h e attention to detail was amazing," Anwyll said.
She, along with the other extras,
waited for hours while the crew worked
with the actors filming various angles
for the scene. Nearly a whole day was
spentfilminga six-minute scene.

For those accustomed to theater,
film is a completely different world.
(Carwile described the experience of
screen acting as less strenuous than theater. Actors are not required to memorize the entire script tor the film. They
focus on one or more scenes at a time
and then move on to the next scene.
The experience of starring in a major motion picture is a rare opportunity, and (Carwile and DeVries arc very
grateful for this unique experience.
This is definitely a (iod thing." said
(Carwile. There is no other way to describe it."
Although no official release date has
been set. "Billy: The Early Years" is anticipated to be released sometime late
this year or in early 2009.
Contact Drew Menard at
ajmenard@liberty.edu.

iron the Great American Road Trip:

2 V* VEAR
SCHOLARSHIPS FOR
SOPHOMORES
SERVE YOUR COUNTRY
BE A LEADER
PAY FOR COLLEGE

Join us for our "Picnic in the Park"
Thursday, April 2 4 t h , 5 - 7 p m
We will feature a special menu as we try
to give back to you for your support in the
"trayless initiative."
Carved Prime Rib and Grilled Chicken off the grill.
Celebrate the beauty of creation as we
commemorate Earth Day!
Visit Yellowstone and dwell on the beauty of nature!

LIBERTY ARMY ROTC

Commuters eat for $5!

For more information see:
www.usaac.armv.mil/acce/ltc main.htm
or contact LU Army ROTC:
(434) 592-3828
mdmartinez@liberty.edu

(M®aiai!i3
Thursday, April 24th-May 8th
5:00pm-11:00pm
Please join us as we open for a "test run"
before the Grand Opening in August!
Full menu available! Try our signature
dishes and let us know what you think!

opinion.

"To get one thing that we like, we usually have to qivo up another thing that we like.
Making decisions reguires trading off one goal against another."
Greg Martkiw

Free lunch, anyone?
By Will Mayer

translator Ncumcir. My point is rather to bring
up a phrase that one of the characters in the book
was keen on saying — "Taiistaafl."'That's not RusI recently read T h e Moon is a Harsh Mis- sian, or some future space language. It is an acrotress" bj Kobcit A. I Icinlcin. one of the premier nym that stands tor "There ain't no such thing as
a free lunch."
science-fiction writers of the 10th century.
To explain what the expression means, let's
Sci-fi aficionados will know I Icinlcin as the
politically and sociologically minded author of use a straightforward example. (Candidate A. well
"Stranger in a Strange I.anil." People less versed call him Alfred tor "A." is against a nationalized
in sci-ti literature might know him us the author lunch program that would give free lunches to all
of "Starship Troopers" — a book that was later Americans. Candidate H. well call him Barack
turned into an awful movie by hack screenwriter for "H." believes that all Americans are entitled to
Ed Ncumcicr. who was also involved in timeless a free lunch.
films such as"Robocop,""Robocop 2,""Robocop
So. for imaginary candidate Harack's program,
3" and "Robocop" the TV scries.
let's say that the tax of individuals nationwide will
Hut I digress. The point of discussing Ilcin- need to be raised $3 per capita per day to offset
Icin's book is not to insult terrible book-to-sercen the cost of government run cafeterias. That is a $y

OPINION EDITOR

per day increase for a family of three, or roughly
$3,200 a year.
Tanstaafl,
There are other costs as well.
Should a person choose to cat at an entity not
designated as a government cafeteria, not only
will he already have paid for an uneaten government lunch but also the price of the meal at his
chosen eatery. While the person is not prevented
from dining elsewhere, he is penalized to do so. A
$5 lunch becomes an $8 lunch.
In the same vein, a person who would rather
stay home and eat lunch as an attempt to save
money is also penalized. When the price of the
unused government lunch is factored in, a peanut
butter sandwich jumps in cost from 50 cents to
$3.50.

If a person had a big breakfast and might want
to skip lunch, he or she would also be penalized.
In fact, the person may be more apt to go to lunch
anyway, lengthening the line and wasting time
she may have spent doing something more productive.
If you have not picked up on the hidden message here, start thinking about government health
care in the place of government lunch care. Like
under a government lunch program, free is not
exactly free. Although Tanstaafc (there ain't no
such thing as a free colonoscopy) is probably not
an expression that is likely to catch on, it is just as
true a sentiment as Tanstaafl.
Contact Will Mayer at
swmayer@liberty.edu

Presidential candidates use job loss as a talking point
By Adam Privett

people to believe a recession is imminent. The Labor Department announced on Friday that the biggest
With the economy on the verge of a decline in jobs in.fiveyears has taken
d< >w nrurn. v< iters this year want to hear place. Consequently, non-farm emeach candidates solution to the nation's ployment fell by S0.000 jobs in March.
In January and February, 152.000 jobs
economic woes.
The stock market is slipping, the were lost, according to the Post article.
value of the dollar is falling and the The unemployment rate is the highest
procurement of government bonds is since 2005.
rising. It is easy to sec these events as
"There doesn't appear to be any silthe beginning stages of a recession, ac- ver lining," said Carl I .antz in an April
cording to a Washington Post article HRC article. "It show's that we're right
by Joanne Morrison called "Job losses in the middle of a recession."
mount, recession feared."
According to a New York Times/
J( ib l< iss is the largestc< incern among CBS News poll. Si percent of those
American citizens. It has pushed many surveyed said they believed things were
OPINION WRITKR
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Tanning Studio

moving "pretty seriously" in the wrong
direction, an increase from 09 percent
one year ago. Factory employment fell
by 4S.000. while construction employment dropped by 51,000 jobs. Professional business employment decreased
by 35,000 jobs.
With extra focus moving onto unemployment, presidential candidates
are rushing to the forefront to explain
how their future administrations will
handle the economy.
Presidential candidate Sen. John
McCain blames the irresponsible parties, like banks who loaned money to
high-risk individuals, for the economic
downturn.

"It is not the duty of government
to bail out and reward those who act
irresponsibly, whether they are big
banks or small borrowers," he said in
an article in the Washington Post by
George Will entitled "McCain's Housing Restraint."
McCain has been attacked by Democrats for being heartless by making
that statement. Democratic candidate
Sen. Barack Obama has interpreted
McCain's comments as a "you're on
your own" society approach. Obama is
not clear on his response to the downturn, but Democratic candidate Sen.
Hillary Clinton suggests a policy of
price controls. Her proposed five-year

freeze on interest rates would place a
control on the value of money.
McCain has a history of being a
straight talker. He told distressed autoworkcrs in Michigan and Floridians
looking for some government relicfthat
there is no "free lunch."
The economic situation will probably get worse before it gets better, regardless ofwho becomes president. As
job losses mount and solutions become
scarce, the issue of the economy will become center stage.
Contact Adam Privett at
swmayer@liberty.edu

The following students on the Liberty Champion
staff will be leaving. Thank you for all your hard work.
JenniThurman, Jen Slothower, Natalie Thurman, Eric Brown,
Joyanna Gilmour, Will Mayer, Jesse Perry and Nick Poole

BROWNSTONE
PROPERTIES, INC

TWO LOCATIONS
IN LYNCHBURG!

We Proudly Offer

Dining &
Reception Hall

• Single Family Homes
• Townhomes/ Apartments
• Short Term Rentals
• Optional Washer/Dryer
• Call for current Specials

Weddviyi
& Sfteaptio/id
S&anguefa -*. Q/7nnivetaatiea •« ffteAeoucU

SDinneta

434393.2475
Visit us online at
stoneproperties.com
For a complete listing
of available properties.

Tanning... Cook, (food.

Q-ulQteat!
$ 5 OFF FOR STUDENTS

385-1025
3720 Old Forest Road
inlb@brownsloneprorA:rties.corn

WITH THIS COUPON - ONE PER PERSON

ta a

Career Center
The Career Center and Strategic Policies Institute is
proud to offer the Richmond Semester as part of the
Career Leaders Internship Program (CLIP). Richmond,
VA offers very unique internship opportunities for
every Major. You will gain valuable insight and experience by spending the entire semester in Richmond
and working a minimum of 36 hours per week in your
career field. We are currently taking applications for
the fall '08 semester and the deadline is closing fast.
We would like to announce the first six students to
sign up and perform the Richmond Semester will
receive $500.00 to help toward housing and tuition.
The unique design of this semester will not put you
behind academically and allow you to graduate on
your anticipated graduation date (even if you plan
to graduate in December). You will be considered a
resident LU student and be able to apply all of your
financial aid and scholarships to the program. Space
is limited s6 contact me today for more information.

To view a list of opportunities please
visit our website. www.SPI-clip.org
For application email
Bryan.Corley(5>spi-clip.org
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EDUCATION
RESEARCH &
FOUNDATION,
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Acne Research Study
We are conducting a clinical research study that
compares investigational medications for the
treatment of acne.
Qualifications include:
• Examinations by a board certified dermatologist
• Study related treatment at no cost
• Compensation of $210 for qualified participants
completing the study
To qualify you must:
• Be age 12 or older
• Have moderate to severe acne
• Be willing to make 6-7 visits to our facility over a
12 week period
Health insurance Is not required to participate.

For more information, please call
(434) 847-5695
2095 Langhorne Road - Lower Level
Lynchburg, VA 24501
www.educationandresearch.com

^

Restaurant &
^Reception Hall

All inclusive dinners brought to your table in
\ ibowls and platters and served family style.
*^Sr

-1

O/u^cce (>f&vfr aitrees />er hi He:
Marinated beejflps • Oven Fried Chicken • Fried Flounder
Pork BBQ BatyBack Ribs • Fried Shrimp • Grilled Ham Steaks
Virginia Pork BBQ- Sliced Roast Beef

Macaroni and Cheese • Whipped Potatoes • Green Beans
Sweet Potato Casserole • Corn Pudding
Cole Slaw • Fresh Fruit • Biscuits
Homemade dessert and ice tea included.
All items offered for one indusive price
Adult $12.00 • Children under 12 $6.00 • 2 and under FREE

Private rooms available for Wedding Receptions,
Rehearsal Dinners, Birthday and Anniversary
Celebrations and Business Retreats.
Separate Menus Available
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"Human rights rest on human dignity. The dignity of man is an
ideal worth fighting for and worth dying for."

commentary.

Robert Maynard

Olympic games launch
human rights concerns:
Athletes from around the world
face the choice of a lifetime
By Jen Slot ho wer
COPY EDITOR
Some runners train underwater or
with weights attached to their legs in
hopes that when their big day for racing comes, they can run even faster unencumbered.
Some pray for winds to push them
from behind, and some hope that the
Olympics will be held in a country
conducive to running during the years
when they are at their peak.
This year, most arc just hoping that
running for 10 seconds for their country will not leave them with long-term
health effects.
This year, some athletes are training in the most polluted areas they can
find, hoping that this will help their
bodies adapt to pollution far worse —
at the Summer Olympics in Beijing,
China.
Athletes from across the world
arc finalizing their travel agendas for
a summer trip that looks like all the
worst summer vacations in history
rolled into one.
"Say the words 'Beijing Olympics,'
and people think of protests, crackdowns, censorship, death — anything
but sports," USA Today columnist
Christine Brennan wrote in her
March 27 piece.
The world has been given a slow
but dour look at the real communist

China in the past months as the Summer Olympics approach at a frantic
pace.
National pride, athletic ambitions
and global diplomacy have all taken a
backseat to the Pandora's box that the
2008 Summer Olympics in Beijing
opens.
A few weeks ago. protestors
pressed so close in Paris that the
Olympic torch had to be extinguished
twice as citizens of the world cried out
against a China that continues to kill,
imprison and deprive its citizens.
"For nearly seven years, (the International Olympic Committee (IOC))
has had the opportunity to demand,
behind the scenes, that communist
China change its repressive ways,"
Brennan wrote. "Making China a
more open society was one of the major reasons for giving the Olympics to
Beijing — that, and selling billions of
Cokes and Big Macs. But sadly, as far
as anyone can tell...the IOC has done
nothing to force change in China."
The human rights issue in China is
just the largest factor among the many
problems for this year's Olympics. F< >r
athletes, political unrest is the least of
the problems.
T h e pollution is pretty bad over
there," I ^os Angeles Dodgers manager
Joe Torre said in aTime interview, referring to an exhibition game his team
played in Beijing in March.

"I think it could really have an effect
unless they clean it up. You could cut
it with a knife," he said.
Top marathoners\from around the
world have either pulled out of their
races or considered dropping out,
and some have entered lower-mileage
events, fearing the long-term effects of
pollution on their lungs while trying to
run long distances.
While most runners hate to put
their bodies into conditions that
would cause harm, they now have to
face the difficult choice of protecting
themselves — or standing up for their
countries.
The burden of the dilemma has
been placed upon individual athletes
and individual countries, all trying to
figure out why they should be the ones
who have to answer tor China's political and social problems.
The next few months will be telling as different countries and leading
athletes take different stances on the
issues.
Some problems may not fully come
out until this summer, though, when
citizens of the world step into Asia
and try to breathe the air for the first
time.
Contact Jen Slothower at
jrslothower@liberty.edu

Need Help
With Tuition?
$10,500 per year in
tuition assistance!
Money in your pocket each
month up to $800! Up to
$20,000 sign on bonus!
Up to $20,000 in student loans
repaid!

Door prizes
20% off sole
Gift bags

Go to School and serve your country
at the same time!
As a college student you could be non-deployable!
For more info contact, SGT Joshua Pedersen ROTC Office
Liberty University Lahaye Student Center 434-592-4870 or
866-671-8523
joshua.pedersen@us.army.mil
Visit www. 1-800-Go-Guard.com

Virginia National Guard

and more!

satinas
434.384.1010
4109 Boonsboro Road Lynchburg, Va

www.sakinas.cdhn
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| p | | I | p ! h e tornado watch in'Mafchlp
^^^iren?fs^e^igried to warn stu^ e n t p a n d faculty'of^ry1 danger,
Since the Ynlgln'Fa Tech shoot- ^ ^ g e r / f r o ^ ^ f % c t i y e | S ^ ^ ^ ^ S S
ings on Ap'ril^^^^^^Eibeljjl llteither-related. While t h i s i ' s ^ ^ ^ ^
^ ^ ^ ^ i | f h a s t a k e n ' s " ^ r ^ ^ ^ S feannclSbe heard e v e r y w h | ^ ^ ^ p
-"Ot^reGaiJtions to safeguard its stu- campus, a phone-based system is
dents. The.stabbing o f * a | s | | | l m S . anticipated for implementati^^^B
DeMoss earlier this year was also a the nearifuture, Gregory said.
motivating factor. "I know it's an issue people are
| One of the main improvements more aware of," sophomore Kenley .
was the installation; of security Teufel said.-I don't think the secucameras around campus. The new ; rity is so intense, that it could never
cameras are top-of-the-line and will happen again though. I mean, it's
: greatly enhance the school's secu- an open campus. Anyone can walk
i^^^^^ffding to Captain G. Howard Gregory, deputy chief of police
"Security is good, but,,it can al-. for the Liberty Police Department. ways be better,"Teufel said. "I would
T h e new cameras are color and like to see more police patrols and
very high definition," Gregory said. maybe call stations, in case some"Depending on where they are lo- thing happens at night, like If you're
cated, they are static or they can being followed or something."
swivel. They have been placed in
Other students commented on
Liberty Christian Academy and the how the changes are new but wel•church area as well."
come additions to Liberty.
Gregory also said that locks have
There have been several precau. been installed or modified in all tions (in the past), things like that,"
- classrooms, offices and dorm rooms. junior Brandon Ediger said, "but
In the event of an emergency with an not like actual security increases,
||il£S,@ter, everyone should seek not like it is now. I definitely think
shelter behind a locked door until an campus is more secure than it used
"all-clear" signal has been given. In
addition to the locks and cameras, a
Contact Mattison Brooks at
siren system has been added, which
embrooks@liberty.edu.
students became most familiar with

to be."
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priorities.
"We're 'drowning in students' is are additional parking spaccs^fc^&rra ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p ^ ^ ^ o n e s ^ t q - i f i l l " . ^ *
the way one person put it. It's a good tramural fields and • a ^ n J ^ ^ K i i n g |
problem to have, but we just to have, facility on the "bajd sp6t">wtn:tne.ski
to make sure we're taking care of'them ' slopes' completion being prbjected;Contadt Kerah Kem'm'ere^^X'
all," Chancellor Jerry Falwell Jr. said of "ideally by Christmas," according to
kkemmerer@libert^^^p
campus construction. That's the next
big challenge to make sure we do that.
COMI^G^O-A'CAM^UyNEA'R.YO^pi
- --,-.:•:. : : v ; - \ ^ s 5
That's/why we cancelled the dorms for
The new b o o k s t ^ | | | T a t | | f f ^ ^ p
this year — the quality has to catch up
completion within the y ^ ^ ^ S
to the quantity. So we cancelled those
dorms, and we're spending that money
on the quality side."
The fountain in front of DeMoss
has been in planning stages for years.
, "It (the fountain) goes back as far
as eight years ago. The university has
been growing at such a rate that nobody could get time to go over and
build it," Spence said. "It is not that
we didn't want to, it just kept getting
pushed down. Ourfirstpriority here is
educating students."
The fountain is expected to be installed and completed by commencement.
ii|lSll?
"Right now, we arefinishingoff 50
percent of the third floor of DeMoss
• ' . • " -
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Football in Israel
Sports management professor J X Eric Cohu
has some;sp'ecialip1a£'kfbf Vhis^sumhier. -

-'inst
Jen Slothdwer reflects on the closing of Yankee Stadjumjariti
what makes the'Bronx-Bomber^so'jSj^

Sfpllll HH&es one year after tiMKly
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-MmvPiie[/j\*tos^^^^^ the Flames
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ r ^ S ^ n m h , Hursky,'defM|i^
Ilipnijpil'Colin Dugan, ° f f ? n s ^ ^ ^ S
man Mike Godsil, defensive back Ryan
fcifeiser and running back Rashad Jennings.
sJ8y^e%ere joking around that four' of:
' the'six captains are from Pennsylvania.
p5m'Jn^|e5liy sure what that has; to say
about anything, but it's cool," said Smith, ]
chuckling. "We have a lot of leadership
on the team, whether they are captains
, or not." £
BRINGING IT IN — Redshirt freshman Chris Summers hauls in a catch just past the outstretched
Unlike a regular season contest, the;
arms of KaJuan Lee during Saturday's annual blue/white scrimmage at Williams Stadium.
spring game features a unique scoring
and two touchdowns on the day. Both system: The offense picks up points
By Eric Brown
1 | 1 I 1 | | | 0 ^ passes fell into the hands of. in categories such as first downs and
SPORTS EDITOR
senior wideout Dominic Bolden, who fourth quarter conversions, while the
defense can gain marks by blocked kicks
In like ajfib|||and out like a lamb. racked up 149 receiving yards.
They were onfire,"senior middle line- and stops. Both units earn six points for
While this statement is often used by
many to describe spring, it does not ad- backer Nick Hursky said about the of- scoring a touchdown, just like a regular
equately sum up the dominating perfor- fense. "I've got to give it all to the receiv- game.
In this spring game, the white jerseys
mance Danny Rocco's offense executed ers and to Brock. (The quarterbacks)
in Liberty's annual spring game on Sat- were just putting the ball right where reached the end zone a total offivetimes,
giving up zero touchdowns to the boys
the receivers could catch it."
urday.
During an awards ceremony at half- in blue. Redshirt junior Chuck Duffey
In an offense-versus-defense matchup
concluding the Flames' spring practice time, three Flames were recognized for nearly scored for the defense on an intheir
efforts. Graduating senior Steven terception thrown by redshirt freshman
season, the white jerseys totaled 612
yards in a 62-15 victory over their blue Ackley received the Luke 2:52 Award, quarterback Mike Brown, running 25
honoring the player who leads by exam- yards downfield before being tripped at
counterparts.
Senior quarterback Brock Smith led ple through his actions on the field, in the 15 yard line.
See SPRING FOOTBALL, B2
the offensive attack, tallying 242 yards the classroom and in his spiritual life.
previous week in sports

BASEBALL vs: VMf "• •

19™

S0FT8ALI vs Radford

19™

^ e e ^ r ^ S i ^ ^ S ^ S M ' d h the shotput as well. t1iM)v\in[< ^ i i i ^ I p R
| ^ s 5 , e f f o | ^ r a ^ ^ ^ named Most
Consistent c^ciajK^/at^tht* Outstindin^PicJ.d'IJej^cMraLDtmg;
•collegiate leyelj^a^tough barrier 7mect.'s: ,-J'Jjf.
^t(>" IUM dTt^\\^ir^aTfflc^^mj 1 ng.- Hart was nottalojeyn the throws.
XaTw^o^jiearh as fist is\tHS*vu".
•"•^pj'iiit'^ic.ini at the top can^qiucCM, 1 w i i ^ l i V ^ ^ i w ^ t J ^ ^ I ^ ^ ^ I I }
5'spjralltQ^ligs.tor^Tln a matter of ar Athlete of.dregPf§r!raward, won
the discus.
months.
^B^haf^what makes Liberty Uni- ^ p f: e r S £ r | 0 r t | ^ ^ m ^ ^ p 4 ^ a ^
i83
o, and his G j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i . "
versity's men's" track and field propressive T ^ ^ ^ ^ B
gram so speeiail||||
Freshman"Cl^^^^^^^Ji©
For the 13th time in 15 years,.the
defending Big South Conference excelled on the field w i d i ' a ^ ^ f f i ^
champions swept in to cag|urgjhe> SM^^^Mn-2he triple jump, soar;
title, and they did so i A ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ § - M 5 ^ ° - ^ 5 victory.
., fashion last weekend.
The jump, along with his successBy the end, Liberty l | i | ^ ^ ^ ful freshman season, earned Powelj
, 232 points, a remarkable 76 points Freshman of the Y e a r ' r i o n o ^ ^ ^ ^
ahead of Coastal Carolina, which conference.'
Another freshman phenomenon,
finished in a distant second place.
"I think we kind of expected this," Kplby Shepherd, remained un;
sophomore Jake Reed said. "We touched in 2008 with his second;
have a reputation for excellence, Big South Conference victory iff
and we were committed to keeping the pole vault (hisfirstwin coming
in indoor track). Shepherd jiimpedT
it that way this year."
Head coach Brant Tolsma picked l6_0
up his 38th Big South Coach of the
Other winners on the men's side
Year honors with the team's perfor- included Evans Kigen in the 5,000^
mance Saturday.
meter race (14:22) and 3,000-metef
The Flames were anchored by steeplechase (8:52) and Daniel Newstrong-armed senior Jon Hart. ell in the decathlon (6,709 points). £ .
Hart - ranked No. 9 in the nation
See TRACK, B2;
— defended his personal title in the
hammer throw with a heave of 217
By David Hunt
SPORTS REPORTER
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W TENUIS vs Coastal Carolina
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"M TENNIS vs Coastal Carolina-
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A goodbye to
Yankee Stadium
By Jen Slothower
COPY EDITOR

LKS SCIHIFEK

PAYDIRT— Senior running back Rashad Jennings rushed for 35 yards and one touchdown during the last
spring game of his Liberty f ootball career.

SPRING FOOTBALL:
With Liberty's 15-day spring practice session officially over, the team will receive
Approximately 2,700 fans filled the stands a three-month rest before gearing up for
during the scrimmage, which featured 83 to- training camp. Rocco and the Flames kick
tal plays. After the game Rocco assessed his off the 2008 campaign under the lights of
Williams Stadium as they host the Crusadteam's overall performance.
"It was kind of exciting to see. For the ers of North Greenville University on Aug.
most part, we accomplished what we want- 3°ed to accomplish." Rocco noted. "We really
appreciate the support of the fans. There
Contact Eric Brown at
were a lot of people here today, and they
eqbrown@liberty.edu.
were very excited, very energetic."

Continued from B1

TECH: Festivities outshine
game performances on
Wednesday
"We were honored to be a part of their
festivities." Wetmore said.
It was a fitting tribute to use America's
Toman and his baseball team left an impression on the visiting Hokies.
most beloved sport as a method of reach"(I lead coach) Pete Hughes came up to ing out to those in need of support. Wetme after the game and let me know he ap- more expressed his feelings when he saw
preciated what we did. and that he thought his team being escorted to their bus by Virit was a class act on our part. The guys were ginia Tech players.
very appreciative as well," said Toman.
"We walked back to the bus together,
While the Flames would have loved and our kids were jokingly talking about
to improve their records with wins on being 'friends forever.' That was a touchWednesday, baseball and Softball became ing moment," he said.
much less important in the face of remembering a tragedy that affected the lives of so
Contact Thomas Lourdeau at
many students and families.
tlourdeau@liberty.edu.
Continued from B1

He's a philosophy major — a philosopher,
even — a man too preoccupied by deep thinking and intcllcctualism to take part in the lighter
things ofthe world. He does not laugh much
— or even smile much — because most of life
just needs to be fixed. Being social is out ofthe
question, and he only watches TV with a book
in hand to use the time wisely.
When the lights go on at Yankee Stadium,
however, it is different.
The green grass stretches out in utter finery,
tempting fans to try to smell it from the other
side ofthe TV screen. The white fence around
the outfield glistens in the cool of the evening,
and the freshly groomed dirt shows how baseball transcendsrimeand life itself.
"It's so sad the Yankees are moving," the
philosophy major says, taking in the view as
if Moses was descending from Mr. Sinai and
the presence of God. "It's so sad they're tearing
down Yankee Stadium."
He says it with the same remorse he felt
when his older, chubbier friend did not make
the Little league team the year he did.
"Yeah, but they're moving next door," his sister reminds him. "They're building the exact
same stadium next door."
He looks at the TV, at Derek Jeter running
out in his pinstripes and the drably-clothcd
Tampa Bay Rays dirtying the pristinefield,and
he speaks again.
"It just won't be the same."
He is 8 years old, playing shortstop at the
Fish and Game Club in his town of 1,000. He
is 9, going over to his grandparents' house with
his little sister because this might be the last
game ofthe World Series. He is 10, tricking his
little brother out ofthe best baseball cards. He
is 11, drilling a triple down the third base line.
He is 12, honing his basketball skills because
his school does not offer baseball.
Yankee Stadium opened years before he was
born, in 1923. The old black-and-white pictures sweep the current generation back, back,
back to arimewhen Model T Fords dotted the
streets and little boys ran as fast as they could
to get in and watch the game.
Ruth built this house — Babe Ruth — the
Sultan of Swat, the Bambino. Surely the philosophy major knows those names well. The
Babe's poster is on his wall as the mountain of

Contact Jen Slothower at
jrslothower@liberty.edu.

TRACK: Lady Flamesfinishthird
Continued from B1

The women's team, which expected to battle
it out with Coastal Carolina, fought hard but
came out with a slightly different result than the
men when thefinalscores were calculated.
The Lady Flames brought in 154 points, putting them in third behind Coastal Carolina
(230) and Charleston Southern (186).
Junior Rebekah Rickseekcr led the charge
with a victory in the 1,500-meter run, picking up
a close second in the 800-mctcr dash.
Rickseekcr won the 1,500-meter in 4:36 (an
event she also won in 2007) and finished one
tick behind junior teammate Jamie Watson
(2:12) in the 800-meter trial. In addition to running accolades, Rickseekcr was also awarded a
spot on the Big South All-Academic team with
a 3 . 95 GPA.
The women's other victor was freshman Mia
Aghaji in the high jump. Aghaji took the title
with a leap of 5-3.75. The victory is Aghaji's

HHHUNT
Properties

M a k e Yourself rat

a man stands next to home, arm waving out in
his billowing uniform. He has just called his
shot, the home run he smashed with full knowledge of where it was going to land.
Tributes to Yankee Stadium arc being made
in the present day. Infographics litter the Web
as artists sketch the Babe and Joltin' Joe, making caricatures and colored baseball cards
that arc a sad representation of the crumbled
Baseball Wccklys kids grew up reading. Old
editions arc still there, in the closet, under the
toy guns, next to the drcss-up clothes. No better gift is there than 100 pages of statistics for a
Yankees fan.
The philosophy major is watching a video
now, afilmwith one of his favorite stars, Tom
Hanks, in it. It is called "Catch Me If You Can,"
and a boy inside the silver screen listens as his
father asks him why the Yankees always win.
The boy says it is because they have Mickey
Mantle. The father says it is because people
arc too busy staring at their pinstripes.
The New York Yankees arc the class of the
league, the gentlemen in a chaw-chewing, dirtmangling brotherhood that is full of tough-luck
fans. Give it to Chicago and those poor Cubs
fans — they know how to root — but in New
York-...in New York, they know how to win.
The players arc clean-shaven because it is
classy, and they wear pinstripes to strut their
stuff. Bloated salaries do not ever cross the
mind of the philosophy major. He is watching the all-heart Jeter dive into the stands and
come out with a' bloody nose. He is watching
Mo Rivera stare down a batter. He is watching
A-Rod stick around to get the big win that excellence deserves. He is watching Joba Chamberlain lurk as the incarnation of the Babe in
his pitching days.
He is watching, fascinated by the pinstripes.
Yankee Stadium will close this year after 85
years of baseball lore. The House that Ruth
built will be gone, and any recollections of what
it used to be will be gone with it. The Yankees
are only moving next door, however, and even
with a change of venue, they will not stop being
the Yankees.
And that is why the philosophy major is smiling.

second conference title in her successful debut
season for the Lady Flames. Her first win came
during the indoor track season in the same
event.
"Conference is where it all comes down to it,"
sophomore Oronde Vassell said. "We trained all
year for conferences."
While this marks the end ofthe road for some
athletes, it serves as a hurdle for many of the
Flames' runners and jumpers who look forward
to next week's challenging events — the Penn
Relays in Philadelphia and the Drake Relays in
Des Moines, Iowa.
Only a handful of athletes selected by the
coaching staff will represent Liberty at the
meets, and it marks the last weekend (excluding
the Liberty Twilight, where most top performers will rest) that the Flames will compete before the regional championships begin on May
16.
Contact David Hunt at
dhunt@liberty.edu.

Official Pizza of Liberty Flames Athletics

Domino's Pizza
Student Value Menu only - $7.99
|Choosing where to live
is one of the most
important decisions
you will make.

#1 One Large Cheese or Hopping Pizza coupon code 9601
#2 One Medium 2 Topping Pizza a a 20oz. Coke coupon code 9602
#3 One small Mopping Pizza a Any Bread Side Item coupon code 9603
#4 Choose any three bread sides coupon code 0004

J luting:
,

#5 Two Small Cheese Pizzas coupon code 9005
#0 One X-Large Brooklyn Style Cheese Pizza coupon code 9606
#7 One Small Specialty Pizza coupon code 9007

nter. Laundry facilities
I liberty University and Lynchburg College.

Sunday - Thursday 1030am - lam
Friday a Saturday 10:30am - 2am

Old Mill Townhomes
725 Mill Stream lane •Lynchburg, VA
www.OldMiUl iviflg.com

(866) 518-9568

Order online www.domlnos.com
ORDER'
/ t
Li

434-237-7788
5501 Fort Ave
NOW HIRING Part Time Delivery Drivers

Ilbertychamplot«ports#gmali.com
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ON THIS PAGE Dr. Eric Cohu, Softball

THE CHOSEN ONE:
Sport management professor
to spearhead summer
football camp in Israel
By Jake Petersen
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

While most Liberty students will be spending
their summer months working on tan lines and
recovering from a stressful school year, for sport
management professor Dr. Eric Cohu, this summer will provide him and a few others with the opportunity to travel to Israel to work for the newly
implemented Israel Football IxagucdFL).'
The IFL, which made its debut in November
at Kraft Stadium in Jerusalem, consists of just
four privately sponsored teams within the borders of the country: Mike's Place Tel Aviv Sabres,
the Dancing Camel Hasharon Pioneers, the Real
Housing Haifa Underdogs and Jerusalem's Big
Blue.
The problem staring these teams in the face is
clear — most of the players simply do not know
how to play American fbotball. Thus, enter Cohu
and his handpicked coaching staff, which will
spend the weeks of July 3-18 at the Yarkon Sports
Complex near Tel Aviv coaching and mentoring
each and every player on the fundamentals of playing football.
One member of Cohu's staff is a person who
many Liberty Flames football fans may recognize
— the hulking figure of former defensive lineman
Steven Ackley. Aeklcy, who polished off his senior season with a Big South Conference championship and 63 tackles, was approached by Cohu
about the opportunity, and he did not hesitate to
accept. Ackley admits, though, that it might be a
bit unfair if he were to put on his helmet and pads
and play, although the temptation is there.
"I don't think 111 be playing; I don't know how
right that would be." the First Team Big South
Conference lineman said with a smile. "But, I've
always wanted to get into coaching, and when he
told me a little bit about it. I just prayed about it
and felt it would be an awesome opportunity to
not only coach, but as a Christian, to see the area.

I'm really just l(x>king forward to building rclatioships with the players and help them get to the
next level."
ComplctingthercstofColni'scoachingstaffarc
Steve Warren (assistant coach at Jackson Christian High School, Jackson, Tenn.); Marc Giles
(assistant coach at West High School, Knoxvillc,
Tcnn.); Byron Bell (current linebacker at Carson
Newman College, Jefferson City, Tcnn.); and
Ben Martin (current Liberty seminary student).
Martin, a former sport management major, will
serve as camp manager for the two-week stint.
Cohu has done his research on the IFL and is
well-prepared for the challenges that will arise
when camp begins.
"I went there for a consulting trip in January
and have been studying game film from some of
the games, and from what I can see. the talent is
there," Cohu said. "It's just a matter of refining
and teaching the inexperienced players the fundamental aspects of the game. There arc guys who
have played the game before, but most of them
have never picked up a football, and that will certainly be a challenge."
The IFL is led by former Rutgers University
strength and conditioning coach Eric Amkraut,
who is the current commissioner.
Under Amkraut's guidance, the league is doing its part to improve Americanftx>tballinterest
in Israel. Along with recruiting throughout the
country and word of mouth, popularity is rising
to an all-time high. Youth and developmental
leagues are springing up across the nation, which
will serve as feeder programs to the I FI „ and Amkraut expects two to four more franchises will be
added to the IFL in the 2008-2009 season.
Although most of the players arc of Jewish descent, the league also has drawn the attention of
many Arabs, who Cohu says could possibly form
thei r own teams i n the future.
,
Amkraut's vision is to see the IFL grow into
something that emulates the NFL, and that

CAROLYN m i l l !

C APTAIN COHU — Dr. Eric Cohu and his coaching staff will head to Israel in July to teach players of the Israel Football
League the fundamentals of the game. Cohu is an assistant football coach at Liberty Christian Academy.

is why Cohu is embarking on this journey. Although he says the teams closely resemble a "club"
team, Cohu believes the extensive coaching that
he and his staff will provide will generate a drastic
change in the way the IFL players perform out on
the playing field.
"Our sole purpose is to teach the game of football. We want to bring credibility to this league
and help create an infrastructure for their country.
I am a firm believer that once you start a work or
an effort. God will finish it," he said. "I'm kx>king
to go back every year because this way. 111 be able
to see how the league and the players have improved. That will give me, as well as my coaching
staff, a great sense of accomplishment."
For now, Cohu, Ackley and the rest of the
coaching staff anxiously await their opportunity.
Preparation for camp is constantly in the works,
and money, along with other distractions, has

proved to be an issue as each person is in charge
of raising enough money to fund the trip and all
expenses that come with it.
In a personal letter written to Cohu in January,
Amkraut wrote, "We are reaching out to you, as
an experienced coach and teacher of the game, to
become our partner in this most important phase
of growth."
Cohu's objective remains simple — to teach
and use football to do something positive for a
country mired in constant conflict.
Editor's Note: Interested in donating to Dr. Cohu's trip
or want more information? Please e-mail him at ecohu@
liberty.edu.
Contact Jake Petersen at
jtpetersen@liberty.edu.

Radford breaks out the brooms,
sweeps Lady Flames

JUST IN TIME— Sophomore J'nae Jefferson beats out a throw to first base in Sunday afternoon's 8-6 loss to Radford.

By Miranda Fielder
SPORTS REPORTER

The Lady Flames softball team fell to 3-6 in
the Big South Conference after losing three
straight games to the Radford University (RU)
I .ady Highlanders over the weekend.
The Lady Flames traveled to Radford on Saturday for a doublehcader but only posted four
hits during the first game for one run, losing 4-1.
The score remained tied at zero until the fourth
inning as RU pulled away with three runs. I liberty senior Ashley Williams blasted a solo home
run in the fifth inning, bringing the deficit to 3-1.
Radford tacked on another run in the sixth on
Vicki Maddens eighth home run of the season.
Freshman Tiffani Smith pitched six solid innings, allowing five hits and three earned runs.
Radford pitcher Ashley Taylor moved to 21-8 on
the season as she allowed four hits and struck

out seven I ady Flames,
'the Flames offense came out swinging in the
second game. In the second inning, freshman
Keely McMillon hit a double to left field, and
McKain reached on a sacrifice bunt. Sophomore J'nae Jefferson's sacrifice fly plated McMillon for the first run of the day. McKain would
later score on freshman Cassie Hendrix's RBI
single.
Liberty Freshman Jcnna Fatmon, making her
first career start, faced 15 batters and allowed
four hits and two earned runs on back-to-back
home runs in the fourth inning as Madden and
Kristen Shittiet tied things up at two apiece.
The l.adv Highlanders pulled away in the seventh as Tayloi delivered a game-winning double,
giving Radford the 3-2 win.

On Sunday, RU traveled to the home field
of the Lady Flames. Junior Beth Bennett had
a perfect game at the plate, going four-for-four
with tour RBIs and a solo home run over the left
field fence during the fifth inning. McKain went
two-for-four, with two RBIs.
"the day before, Taylor struck me out, and I
really wanted to have a hit off of her," Bennett
said. "I knew what she threw and had to get
some hits."
RU scored early on in the game, though,
collecting four runs during the second inning.
Smith was the starting pitcher for the Lady
Flames, allowing four runs in the second inning before being pulled. KHis pitched in relief,
allowing 10 hits and five runs over the final six
innings.
Although the Lady Flames scored two more
runs during the seventh inning to pull within
two at 8-6. the Lady I lighlanders managed to
hold on for the win. completing the sweep.
Head coach Paul Wctmore staved positive,
focusing on the conference tournament that will
take place May 8-10.
"That was a great series with Radford. They
are the No. 2 team in the conference, and we
know we can play with them." Wctmore said.
"The whole season is about prep for the confer*
ence tournament, and we will be ready."
The Lath Flames will travel to 1 lampton. Va.
on April 22 for a doublehcader with Hampton
University and then to Norfolk State University
on Wednesday for another doublehcader before
returning home to face Winthrop April 25.
Contact Miranda Fielder at
mdfielder@liberty.edu.
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Flames take two of three from VMI
By Will Luper
SPORTS REPORTER

Under normal circumstances, baseball will
cease play if the weather takes a turn for the worse.
However, when the game between the Liberty
Flames anil the Virginia Military Institute (VMI)
Kcydcts was in its 16th inning, a little rain never
hurt anyone.
The Flames baseball team won two of three
games this past weekend, beating out the firstplace VMI Kcydcts on Friday and Sunday, 8-0
anil 6-1. respectively.
The < inly blemish on an otherwise perfect weekend was a 0-5 loss in 10 innings, the longest game
in Flames'history.
Friday night was the "David Stokes show" as
the Flames senior pitched through eight shutout
innings before being relieved by junior .Andrew
Wilson.
"Every time you throw, you want to throw your

best game." Stokes said. When asked how he did
it, Stokes laughed and said, "I just tried not to
throw it right down the middle"
I lead coach Jim Toman had nothing but praise
for Stokes.
"I le really has only had one or two outings
w here he did not perform to his ability," Toman
said. That was the first-place team, and he did
not give them a chance Tonight was all fastballs,
sliders and throwing strikes."
VMI came into the weekend as the No. 1 seed
in the Big South with a 9-3 record in conference
play. They left Lynchburg 10-5 while the Flames
improved its conference record to 8-4.
"It shows us we can compete with anyone in the
league,"Toman said, "and with the 2,000 fans out
here, you couldn't have had a better night."
The same fans that turned out in droves on
Friday opted to stay indoors on Saturday thanks
to a light but steady rainfall that covered most of
Lynchburg Saturday aftcrnixm. However, those

who did come out got to see history.
Before Saturday, the Hamcs' longest game had
been against Virginia Tech in 1990. Once the
game reached the 15th inning. Liberty was playing in its longest game in 18 years.
That marathon ended in the top of the 10th
frame though, when VMI scored on an innocent
one-run play that Liberty was not able to top.
"(Jive them credit," Toman said. "Wc definitely
had our chances, but wc just couldn't put it away.
Both teams battled hard."
. After Saturday's stellar outing by Stokes, Toman was quick to make sure that no blame rested
with any member of the team.
"(Junior David) Umbcrgcr pitched well tonight.
()ne just got through," Toman said.
Liberty got on the board early, leading 4-0 by
the end of the fourth inning. However, in the top
of the seventh frame VM I came storming back to
pull within one In the top of the ninth, the Kcydcts tied it with a single run.

It kx)kcd like it might have been over when
VMI*took a one-run lead in the 15th, but Liberty
senior Aaron CJrijalva tied it up in the bottom of
the same frame, lacing an RBI double down the
left field line
VMI won it in the next inning, though, and the
Flames were left wet in the cold.
Liberty ignited again on Sunday behind the solid pitching of senior Ryan Page He pitched his
first complete game since 2006 and allowed only
one run while facing 33 batters for the 6-1 victory.
Junior Errol Hollingcr and senior David Giammaresi both had two RBIs to lead the Flames,
with the lone VMI run being scored in top of the
third inning.
Liberty will play 11 of its final 12 games on the
road, starting against the James Madison Dukes
on Tuesday, April 22. The first pitch is scheduled
for 3 p.m.
Contact Will Luper at
wluper@liberty.edu.

Jenkins awarded Player of the Year, Coastal cruises by Liberty tennis
In men's play. Coastal Carolina opened the day
by taking two of three doubles matches. In No. 3
doubles action. Coastal's John I Iairston and JoThe Libcm men's and women's tennis team seph Withers handily defeated the duo of sophosplit games in the first round of the 2008 Big mores Chad Simpson and Juan Reyes 8-3. Trojan
South Tournament this past week. The men lost and freshman Leandro Sehujmann tried to keep
to (loastal (Carolina 4-0. and the Lady Flames de- Libcm afloat in No. 2 doubles but lost a tough
feated UN( !-Asheville 4-0 before they suffered a match to Dtuirty Vlaskin and David Mollis 0-7.
4-0 sweep at the hands of (Coastal Carolina.
The Chanticleers stormed into singles action
Liberty entered the tournament touting the and ripped through three consecutive matehes to
Big South Women's Player and Freshman of the knock Liberty out of the tournament. Coastal's
Year in Jordan Jenkins: Big South Coach of the Ernesto Ramos beat Simpson in straight sets 6-4.
Year (-hris Johnson; and a 2008 Big South Men's 6-3.
Tennis All-Academic Team member in senior
Sehujmann lost in similar fashion, falling to
Jarda Trojan.
Plamen Tzyetkov 0-4. 6-3. Withers wrapped up
Johnson remained humble when asked about the day with a 6-1, 6-1 drubbing of sophomore
Ratcal Riso. The Flames end their season at 8-10.
his Big South ('oach of the Year honor.
"It is a great privilege and honor to be ('oach of and Coastal Carolina moved on to face No. 1
the Year in the midst of so many wonderful coach- Radford.
es in this conference" he said. "I am very grateful
Johnson expressed his admiration for his playto be able to coach such an incredible group of ers after the tough loss.
girls. It would not be possible without them."
"We were so close to winning this match." he
The Lady Flames also acquired their highest said. "I'm so proud of the guys for bringing their
seed in the tournament in program history, grab- best game to this tournament. They have been
playing so well lately, and it definitely showed
bing the No. 2 spot.
By Jeff Scott

SPORTS REPORTER

here Wc give a lot of credit to a very good Coastal team as they were able tofinishthe match and
move on."
In their match, the I^ady Flames took two doubles matches to earn the point. Jenkins and junior
Fkatcrina Ku/nctsova thrashed Iwcslie Smith and
Stephanie Sehon of UNC-Ashcville 8-1. Liberty's
Stephanie Brown and Hannah Fickcaptured the
doubles point, beating Nicole Schon and Louise
Bottomlcy 8-3 in No. 2 doubles.
Liberty went on to capture three straight
matehes to advance to the second round. Jenkins
lost only one game in No. 1 singles, dominating
Smith 6-0.6-1.
Senior Mart} na Hanusz convincingly defeated
Bottomlcy 6-1,6-2 in No. 2 singles action. Brown
finished off the sweep, blanking No. 5 singles
player Tania Matcva 60,6-0.
Johnson had nothing but praise for the freshman phenom, Jenkins.
"If you ask Jordan what she means to the team,
she would probably tell you that she is just one of
the girls," Johnson stated. "That type of humility
is one'of the things that makes her so special. In
addition to her now 16-0 record, anytime a team

has talent of her level, the entire team will benefit
from it."
Unfortunately, Jenkins' undefeated streak eamc
to an end as the Lady Flames lost to Coastal
Carolina 4-0 on Friday. The doubles point was
tightly contested and came down to a showdown
between Liberty's Jenkins and Kuznetsova and
Coastal's No. 1 doubles tandem of Amy Pazahanick and Lexi Bolesky.
The match went down to the wire, but Pazahanick and Bolesky squeaked past Jenkins and
Kuznetsova 9-7.
Coastal Carolina won three consecutive singles contests to pull ahead. Bolesky beat Hanusz
6-1,6-1. Pazahanick bested Jenkins and ended her
unbeaten streak in straight sets 6-2, 6-4. The victory sealed the Lady Chanticleers the point they
needed to advance to thefinalsto face No. 1 seed-ed Winthrop.
The Lady Flames end with a 13-4 record, the
best in program history.
Contact Jeff Scott at
jdscott@liberty.edu.
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Subscribe to
The Liberty/ Chami

House for rent apprx June 1,2008. Near LC in great neighborhood. Spacious unfurnished carpeted house with three or four bedrooms, two bathrooms, large rooms,
good size yard. Central a/c, washer/dryer, large kitchen, storage rooms. Gas stove and
heat.Tenants pay rent and all utilities. Gas is on monthly budget billing. One year
lease preferred plus security deposit. Predict rent as $860 per month. Contact me at
robert.f.penn@gmail.com or evening phone 434-841 -7332.
For Sale Totally Remodeled 3 Br 1 bath home in Campbell Co. 10 minutes to LU.
139900.00 Call Sandy @ 841 -3176. Blanks Properties, Inc.
For Sale Totally Remodeled 3 bedroom 2 bath home with full basement in Lynchburg.
10 minutes to LU 144900.00 Call Sandy @ 841-3176 Blanks Properties, Inc. •

AWESOME SUMMER JOBS
WE ARE LOOKING FOR TEN STUDENTS TO FORM A TEAM
M-F 9A-5:30P

$9.00 per hour
NO WEEKENDS!!!
NO EXPERIENCE WILL BE NECESSARY

One Year Subscription

$50

Subscription includes 22-24 issues per
year, printed weekly during Fall and
Spring semesters and mailed directly to
your home.

Join the team today
You will be working with one of the
most exciting employers in the Lynchburg Area
Team doing the following stuff:
Light construction
Demolition Work
Framing
Sheetrock
Painting

Subscription to the Champion
Name:
Address:
Phone:
Email:
bring this with your payment to the
champion office.

You need to call between 3p-5p to talk to your team leader
ASAP
Joel Upole 420-0016

Positions are filling very quickly

anguage of mankind."
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow

STUDENT LIFE

Campus Praise Band member
Kyle Cummings talks about life,
inspiration and watching the news

UP IN ARMS' TOUR — Switchf not will play in the
Chariottseville Pavilion on April 27 at 6 p.m.

By Audrey Blankenship
LIFE! REPORTER
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Switchfoot to play show in Charlottesville
An exclusive interview with band member Jerome Fontamillas
By Jen Slothower
COPY EDITOR

way, and they ended up totally different.
(There arc) some songs that you thought
would be your favorite song in the beginSwitchfoot — which played at Liberty ning, but another song becomes your
University's Vines Center this past fall favorite song — you never thought... It's
— will perform in the Charlottesville Pa- really weird, but it's really fun.
On his favorite song on the latest
vilion on April 27 at 6 p.m. as part of the
album, "Oh! Gravity.":
"Up in Arms" tour.
Every song that you write is going
Special guests Athlete and Sparky's
Flaw will be partnering with Switchfoot to be your favorite for that moment; we
on the tour, which will benefit the T o have 50 or 60 songs on each album that
Write Love on Her Arms" organization we write. This last CD, I think one of
— a non-profit group committed to help- the songs that grew on mc from the being those who arc struggling with de- ginning was a song called "Dirty Second
Hands." It's an odd song, and it's one of
pression, self-injury and suicide.
For more information on tickets and our most challenging songs. We didn't
know how it would ever come out, and
upcoming events, visit Switchfoot.com.
In light of the Switchfoot's upcoming now it's one of my favorite songs to play
concert, band member Jerome Fontamil- live.
las (guitar, keys and backing vocals) took
On the band having a personal
some ti me to talk with the Champion and touch with the fans:
share information with Liberty students
We all grew up in the punk scene in
about where the band is headed.
San Diego, and how they work — the
work ethic that they put in it — is how we
On when,Switchfoot will be releas- approach everything that we do. They
make their own T-shirts; they sell their
ing more music:
We have a compilation of about 60 own merchandise; they set up their own
new songs that, after this tour, we're gear — everything is hands-on, and that
going to try to go into the studio and re- was the approach that we were so used to
cord. We have quite a bit of music to sift after all these years. It's hard to get away
through. We're hoping it will come out from that work ethic. .
near the end of the year.
On their musical quality/style:
As far as the style that people appreciOn writing music:
Normally, (lead singer) Jon (Fore- ate, I think what people appreciate is the
man) writes the songs — the lyrics and honesty in the songs. We never try to be
melodies — then he brings it to the table. the band that tries to portray a certain
All five of us will get together and sec if "cause" or something. You write songs
the song is worthy of doing it or not. It's that are honest; you write songs that arc
all about trying to sec where the song for everyone; you write songs that hit peogrows, whether the song takes a differ- ple in different ways, because you yourself
ent approach — a different direction — are going through life, and you yourself
whether it is super-heavy or kind of mel- are experiencing the same things. You're
writing about life, and I think people like
low.
I feel like the song is "king." You look it because they relate to it.
to see how best to portray the song. Its
On people listening to their music:
kind of like a growing process, kind of
We have (heard stories about people
like kids. Some kids arc going to go and hearing the gospel for the first time with
become rebels, and some arc going to be our music), and it's an honor to be the
really gexxi. They have a rebellion stage, first, and we hope that it creates a diaand you just wait until they grow up — logue to your faith and why you believe
past the high school age or something.
certain things.
It's an honor for us, and if God put us
Is this from direct experience?
As far as song writing, yes. There are in that path for that main reason, then we
so many songs that start out a certain appreciate it.

On advice to students going into
different fields, trying to reach the
world for Christ:

I encourage them to seek out what
their calling is. It says in the Bible that he
is the vine, and we are the branches, and
we always use that as a model, that everything that you do is to benefit the work
of the gospel. Even if it's a small thing,
like being a janitor, or being a president
of the United States...whatever you're
called to do, do it 100 percent. It's just
as important, whether it's a small job or
a big job.
•
On getting older:

We always joke about that. We always think that 10, 20 years down the
line, when we retire, we're going to be on
the beach, saying, "Man, we used to be in
a really cool rock band." We hope to be
doing it for a while. Musie is our passion,
our life.
On why he ended up playing with
Switchfoot:

My band used to play with their band
— with the original Switchfoot, when
they started. My band folded and broke
up, so I didn't have a band at the time,
and they asked me. It worked out well.
On what music the band members
like and emulate:

We have a wide variety of music
groups that wc like because there arc five
of us with five different tastes. The ones
that are for all of us arc bands like Radiohead and U2, Bob Dylan, Johnny Cash
— those are the joining things that all of
us enjoy listening to.
On the band's name:
It's a surfing term. Three of the guys
grew up in the surfing culture, and when
they formed the band, they wanted to
bring something on the road that was a
part of home and part of where they grew
up, and surfing had been a big influence
on them growing up.
On where they like to play:
We like to play, pcrkxL.. There's so
many great places we've played.
You're supposed to say "Liberty."
I remember when we played at Liberty. 11 was awesome.
Contact Jen Slothower at
jrslothower@liberty.edu.

Kyle Cummings had never had
a music lesson before coming to
Liberty University. I lis ability
to pick up music easily led to him
playing drums for the Campus
Praise Band.
"There arc so many aspects of
music," Cummings said. "I love
all of them. Being a player is one
thing, but I love writing, producing, arranging, recording, mixing
the audio and seeing how it all
works together."
Cummings, 21, has had a lot of
experience. He picked up guitar
at age 8, and he began learning
percussion during middle school.
Throughout high sehcx)l, Cummings played on the praise team at
his church.
Born and raised in a small town
on the edge of Greenville, S.C..
Cummings describes himself as
a "free bird." He is one of the few
graduates from his public high
sch(x)l who left home. Liberty is
the only college he applied to. and
he is confident that he made the
right choice.
"Out of 315 (high sch(x)l) graduates, I can count on one hand those
who moved out-of-state," Cummings said. "Ultimately, the I>ord
placed the desire in my heart to
come here. It has been the most incredible experience of my life."
Cummings is now a junior, and
he has played with the band for
two years. As a worship and music
ministries major, he has many opportunities to play, and he hates to
rum down an offer.
In addition to performing,
Cummings enjoys the technical
side of musie as well as the creative,
expressive art of songwriting.
"I write lyrics and music all the
time. I'm working on an album
right now and doing it all myself
because 1 am t(x> poor to pay anyone," he said with a laugh.
Creating an album has been
Cummings' goal since he first
became interested in musie. He
wants to produce an entire album
— write the songs, record vocals
and instruments, and mix the
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As the gangs attend a sch(X)l dance,
they all stay within their own cliques.
LIFE! REPORTER
The talented dancers' feet hit the stage
Gangs, rumbles and a whirlwind ro- with a mix of steady hip-hop and elegant
mance have taken the stage at I jberty grace. As the gangs antagonize each
University's Lloyd Theater. The Jets other, one of the Jets —Tony (played
and the Sharks face off in the produc- by Andy Harvey) — spots the innocent
tion of "West Side Story," leaving the and beautiful Maria (Meme I Iussey), a
audience on the edge of their seats and Shark. L>vc at first sight is a reality in
"West Side Story." Tony and Mariafind
wanting more.
The story begins in the deep west side each other across the r<x>m and immediof me city. Thefinaldays of summer lin- ately know that they love one another.
ger as the east of 33 captures the stage.
Mariaand Tonyencountermulritudes
The Jets arc a gang of "American" kids of opposition from both gangs. As their
that canty a strong allegiance to their two cultures attempt to tear them apart,
friends and a certain corner in the city. their love only grows stronger. While
The Sharks arc the "Puerto Riean" kids. their lose story continues, the Jets and
'Hie two opposing forces have a strong Sharks have their own struggles. The
dislike tor one another that often leads gangs decide to have a "rumble" to claim
to intense- violence.
a corner of the city. It ends in tragedy

tor both gangs and only leads to more
heartache. The contemporary Romeo
and Juliet story ensues into a tragic love
story that storms its way into the hearts
of the audience.
Liberty's theater department provides
a modern take on West Side Story. The
spray-painted walls and chain curtain in
the auditorium give leeway into the life
of a gang.
The music, dancing and unique costumes, splashed with color, give the
play a modern appeal.
"It was interesting," sophomore Ka-

Contact Aubrey Blankenship at
anblankenship@liberty.edu.
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RAWTALENT - | Kyle
Cummings never had
a music lesson before
coming to Liberty.

\

Jets and Sharks take the stage in 'West Side Story'
By Anna Blevins

tracks. After hours of work, his first
album is coming together as what
he describes as "chill* acoustic folk
sounds with influences of Elliot
Smith.
Cummings' off-campus home
includes the added benefit of a recording-friendly environment
When he has time to relax, he
picks up his guitar and plays, or he
crashes on his couch and nuns on
FoxNcws. Watching the news is
a daily activity that Cummings believes is an important aspect of lite.
Things that happen now, and
the leaders we elect into office arc
going to influence the world my
kids live in," Cummings said. "I
can't neglect to watch the news
and current events since cultures
arc always changing, and if we're
supposed to win a culture of people
to (:hrist. we need to understand
the culture. We need to lie in the
loop."
Cummings does not limit his
pursuit of knowledge and musie
to the school semester. This summer he will visit Brazil for a medical missions trip where he will help
lead worship in Portuguese. The
rest of his summer will be spent under the blue skies of Texas as an intern at San Antonio's Community
Bible Church.
Cummings feels there are many
options that he may pursue in
haste, such as a career as an artist, a
full-time drummer or a songwriter.
He knows that he will use his musical talent in some capacity, and he
is content to put God first in his
life and wait to see what G<x1 has
planned.
"One of the huge verses that I
have learned this year is Romans
8:28: 'And we know that in all
things G<xi works for the good of
those who love him. who have been
called according to his purpose
(NIV),'" Cummings said. "When I
feel pressures or am at the height
of the daily grind. I know that loving the Lord needs to be my first
priority."

For others. Liberty's performance
was their first lcx>k at the classic stage

production,

"I liked 'West Side Ston." an audience member said. "This wxs my first
time ever seeing it, and I plan to watch
the original when I go home tonight.
The music and dancing was 'award
winning,' and it even provided comedic
relief."
"West Side Story" takes the stage tor
the last weekend from April 24-26 at
7:30 p.m. and for a matinee on Saturday
at 2 p.m.
trina Kurt/ said. "I liked the two exMore productions may be scheduled
tremes. I came in with my preconceived due to the popularity of the play. Connotions of what 'West Side Story' was, tact the box office at (434) 582-2085 for
and (the play) twisted it into something more details.
new. It made you pay more attention.
Contact Anna Blevins at
I liked it."
acblevins@liberty.edu.
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If you're going...
When: April 24,25 and 26 at
7:30 p.m./April 29 at 2 p.m.
Where: Lloyd Auditorium
Cost: $6 for Liberty students
(plus tax)/$8 for faculty staff
(plus tax)
Note: The show is not
appropriate for children
under the age of 10
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"At some point, you have to get out and including the groups touring with the band.
you're cold," Hall said.
walk out the door and deal with real life," • "When we pick bands, it's all about whethThe band closes out every concert in worband member Juan DeVevo said in a phone er or not they are involved in miriistry^Deship with the song "We Fall Down." The song
; interview. That is when things/start to get Vevo said. "John Waller is very encouraging,
talks about individuals laying their crowns at
more gray and shaded, and you make excus- and when Leeland plays — that is a worship
the feet of Jesus," which is where the band's
es. Most of the songs are about that — taking service."
name originated, Hall said.
the confidence and clearness of God with me
Music is the band's primary ministry, but
For more information about Cast(when I don't know how to handle things)."
each-member is a regular participant in a lo- ing Crowns and its ministry, visit "Cast-.
Music is not the only tool Casting Crowns cal church. In fact, many of the band's songs
ingCrpwns.com. More information on John
uses, though.
are derived from the experiences within the Waller and Leeland can be found at JohnThe group supports World Vision, "A church.
WallerMusic.com and LeelandOnline.com.
Christian humanitarian organization dedi"Somewhere in the Middle' is a song that
cated to working with children, families and was written for my youth group," Hall said.
Contact Amanda Sullivan at
their communities worldwide to reach their
During the concert, Casting Crowns conamsullivan3@liberty.edu.
full potential by tackling the causes of pover- tinued to minister to the audience by taking

HUMANITARIAN — Casting Crowns is currently working with World I
Vision to help impoverished communities around the world.
.

